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1. Aspects of privacy have come to the forefront of interest both for the public 
and in the legal literature in recent decades. We dispense with a historical dis
cussion of the issue and are content by mentioning that the chapter on privacy 
in the Hungarian Civil Code (1959) was all but confined to retelling what the 
Constitution said of the matter. The reasoning the minister of justice of the time 
put forward in connection with the bill of the law on the Civil Code was silent 
on human rights and did not elaborate on the constitutional foundations of pri
vacy. AH it said was the Civil Code treated privacy the way the Constitution 
did and mentioned in passing the instruments of administrative law and crimi
nal law to protect privacy, the  provisions the Civil Code offered were little 
more than paying lip service, as was typical of the treatment of human rights in 
that era.
When the Civil Code was amended in 1977. the provisions on privacy were 
expanded and strengthened, which reflected the change in the political climate. 
In a monograph written on privacy in 1983 László Sólyom described the 
amendment as a ..major and spectacular re-regulation."' The reasoning the min
ister of justice of the time put forward, when the bill was debated in Parliament 
emphasized the protection of the fundamental rights of citizens. Political 
opening in private law apparently outpaced that in public law. just as in other 
matters.
The 1977 amendment acknowledged the consequences of technological pro
gress: the growing role of the media by including provisions on libel suits, and 
the impact of the use of computers on privacy by including provisions on the 
registration of personal data in computers.
The present study discusses the impact on privacy of the consequences of tech
nological progress, and the relationship between privacy and human rights, 
privacy and constitutional law.

Let me express my thanks to Annamária Klára and Dobromir Mikhailov for their precious 
assistance to collecting materials for this paper.

' László Sólyom: A xre/tté/vAégt jogoA e/ttté/c/c ¡A Theory ot Privacy]. Budapest. Közgazdasá
gi és Jogi Könyvkiadó. 1983. p. 13.
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2. Conditions radicaHy changed in Hungary foUowing the change of the poiiti- 
cai system, and evident is the question how shouid the Civi! Code reguiate 
privacy in the new situation?

in a ciear departure from the Civi] Code of !959, the present provisions do not 
just pay tip service to the protection of human rights. The provisions of the 
Internationa! Covenant on Civi! and Pohtica! Rights and the European Conven
tion on Human Rights and Fundamenta! Freedoms have become important 
components of the Hungarian !ega! system. During the transition the funda
menta! rights were adjusted in the Hungarian Constitution to the Covenant and 
the Convention, and those considerations shaped the practice of the Constitu- 
tiona) Court when granting constitutiona! protection to fundamenta! rights.

in Hungarian constitutiona] law the human rights have assumed a new rote. 
Consequently, the rutes that were incorporated in the !aws of various fieids of 
!aw before the transition-reiated amendments of the Constitution need to be 
revised. Let us give you an exampte. it is questionabie, whether the Civi! Code 
shou!d deciare the protection of poiitica! rights, white no civi) iaw rutes are 
attached to those rights. Though the viotation of those rights incurs tort iiabi!- 
ity, damage caused iliegatty coutd be estabhshed even if the Civi) Code did not 
provide for the protection of those rights. Given the changes that have occurred 
over the past few decades, certain fundamenta! issues of regulation need to be 
overhauied.

3. Present conditions are very different from those in i959 or for that matter in 
i977 in terms of technoiogica! progress, the advance of biotogy, and the com- 
mercia! utihzation of those resuits. The demand for the protection of privacy in 
heatth care and for the protection of private and trade secrets require the mod
ernization of the reguiation. Such changes have directed attention to privacy 
both in internationa! !ega! practice and !ega! titerature. The protection and 
reguiation of privacy varies from country to country." Even the European Un
ion finds it chaitenging to respond to the impact of technoiogica! progress on 
privacy, especiaHy as regards the key rote of information networks in economy. 
That is why prestigious tega! experts have caited fora new regulation system.'

Tiie present paper sheds tight on some aspects of this comptex issue without 
going into detail.

Ansgar Oh!y: Harmonisicrung ties Pcrsdnlichkcitsrcchts dutch den Europaischcn Geridushof 
tin Menschcnrcchtc? Gcu'c/'M/r/tcr A'cr/ta.sr/m/r f/i/tr/'w er/t/, //trcrviafMfm/r/* Act/ 
2004. Heft t l .p .  903.
Ph. Alston and J. H. H. Weiler: An ever closer union' in need of a human rights policy: The 
European Union and human rights, in: Philip Alston (cd ). 7/tc A7'<vtii///ttttMtt Apt'/ta. Oxford 
Univ. P.. Oxford -  New York 1999. p. 17.
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4. Many new issues of privacy have arisen due to technoiogica) progress over 
the past decades. Take the exampte of new information networks. Today per
sona) data are processed on a targe scaie, access to processed data has become 
easy, data controHer often pass on data, and persona! data are used for business 
and other purposes in dai)y routine. !n fact, persona) data have become a com
modity, and a market emerged for them/
Data protection apart, American )ega) journats carry conflicting views about 
privacy, especiaHy in hea)th care: donation of btood. the transptantation of or
gans and tissues, etc. There is disagreement on whether property rights appty to 
the human body, whether the exercise of rights may be commerciahzed as, for 
instance, to transfer certain rights or consent to abstaining from the exercise of 
certain rights -  or the government shoutd intervene and, invoking other than 
business considerations, restrict those rights to protect the individua) (even if 
the person concerned opposes that)/
Numerous American experts argue in favour of a commercia) approach and 
ciaim that ownership shoutd prevai), even if that gives rise to unconventiona) 
proprietary categories. By contrast, other experts ctaim that tega) regutation 
shoutd be based on other than market considerations. I find the argument con
vincing that tegat means on their own cannot be sufficient either way/'

The European tegat approach is different, even if the business potential of 
persona) data are equatty acknowtedged. The retevant European rutes focus on 
non-commerciat considerations because of the intention to be safe against ter
ror attacks, which Europe has been occasionatty experiencing for a tong time. 
Note that after the events of 11 September 200 f, the retevant American rutes 
atso underwent substantia] changes. A massive centratized network was built to 
survey data traffic and the retevant tegat instruments were put in ptace/

5. The way Hungarian civit taw regutates this area is ctosety retated to the ap
proach of the Councit of Europe and the European Union. The framers of the 
instruments of Hungarian civit taw have studied the retevant internationat con
ventions, the retevant nationat taws and judiciat practice. The author of this 
paper has the impression that those factors have not been sufficientty examined 
so far.

 ̂ Paul M. Schwartz: Property. Privacy and Personal Data, //a n w r/ Dot /A-Wctt 2004. pp. 
2056-2057.

s Susan Rose-Ackerman: Inalienability and the Theory of Property Rights. Dot
/A't /nt' 1985. 945 and later pages: pp. 968-969.

 ̂ Pamela Samuelson: Privacy as Intellectual Property? .S'Mn/oo/ Dm /6 't/ctf 2000. pp. I 126- 
1150.

 ̂ Michael Levi. David S. Wall: Technologies. Security, and Privacy in the Post-9/l I European 
Information Society, ,/omvt<v/ Dot ¿ou/ .S'oro'/y 2004. pp. 196-201
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(rtj Country-level data protection was augmented on 2) January 1981. when 
Member States of the Council of Europe signed the Convention for the Protec
tion of Individuals with Regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data.  ̂
Numerous recommendations were issued later on about the various aspects of 
that complex issue. That development prompted experts to call for an entirely 
new regulation approach, some sort of a novel Code Napoleon or BOB to pro
tect privacy. '

It is not the purpose of this paper to analyse that convention. Suffice it to men
tion that -  just like other similar instruments -  the convention had to balance 
between two conflicting requirements. The last paragraph of the Preamble pro
vides that it „is necessary to reconcile the fundamental values of the respect for 
privacy and the free flow of information." The convention does not directly 
bestow rights on the individuals concerned, as implementation is the duty of 
the signatories by enacting national legislation in compliance with the conven
tion. Paragraph 2 of Article 12 provides that „A Party shall not, for the sole 
purpose of the protection of privacy, prohibit or subject to special authorisation 
transborder flows of personal data going to the territory of another Party." Let 
me stress the importance for civil law of paragraph I of Article 3, which pro
vides: „The Parties undertake to apply this convention to automated personal 
data files and automatic processing of personal data in the public and private 
sectors." That provision requires the framing of rules that have an effect both in 
the vertical relations between citizen and state and the horizontal relations be
tween citizens.

The reasoning put forward in Parliament during the debate of the bill of Act 
LXIII of 1992 on the Protection of Personal Data and Public Access to Data of 
Public Interest states that the law complies with the data protection convention 
of the Council of Europe. Article 83 of the Hungarian Civil Code only stipu
lates: „Data management and data processing by computer or other means may 
not violate privacy", and adds some other important provisions. However, a 
detailed regulation of that area can be found in other rules of law. That having 
said, the sanctions enumerated by Article 84 of the Civil Code may be applied 
to all cases of violation of privacy.

(7?J The countries of Europe formulated their data protection laws one after the 
other as from the 1970s. Although they were based on the said convention of 
the Council of Europe, their content was far from identical. The need for some 
kind of a common regulation was soon recognized in the countries of the Euro
pean Economic Community. The European Parliament called for the elabora-

s ETS No. ¡08.
'' Herbert Burkcrt: Progrès technologique, protection de la vie privée et responsabilité politique. 

/ ? e v t < e p n / ' / Z r / n c  1999. pp. 119-120.. p. 124.
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tion of rules that protect privacy from 1976 on. Among the factors catling for 
such Community legislation were the on-going exchange of information under 
the Schengen Agreement, the fast growth of the information market and the 
stupendous evolution of data recording and forwarding techniques."'

Following prolonged rounds of preparatory work, the European Parliament and 
the Council promulgated Directive 95/46/EC." That directive was followed by 
several other, specialised instruments.'' tt is worth mentioning among them the 
Directive 2002/2t/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 
March 2002 on a Common Regulatory Framework for Electronic Communica
tions Networks and Services (Framework Directive)'". and the Directive 
2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 July 2002 
concerning the Processing of Personal Data and the Protection of Privacy in the 
Electronic Communications Sector.'^

Hungarian rules of law have been adopted in compliance with those directives 
but it needs to be examined, whether their relation to the general rules of pri
vacy has been clarified.'" That is why this paper raises some related questions.

Paragraphs 7 and 8 of the Preamble of Directive 95/46/EC clearly states the 
purpose of Community-level regulation: the Member States use different legal 
instruments to regulate the protection of privacy in connection with the pro
cessing of personal data, and those differences can obstruct the transmission of 
such data from one Member State to the other, can distort competition and dis
turb the operation of an internal market. In addition to the enforcement of the 
requirements of the internal market and the free How of information, paragraph 
3 of the Preamble calls for the safeguarding of fundamental rights of individu
als. Paragraph 10 of the Preamble stipulates that the approximation of laws 
based on that directive must not result in any lessening of the protection the 
Member States afford.

Ulf Brtihann: La directive curopécnnc relative a la protection des donnccs : fondements. 
histoirc. points torts. A'cvHc/hu^-mse /rn/r/h/ue 1999. pp. 12-14.

"  OJ L 28I.23  November 1995. 3L
For a survey of the question in Hungarian, see Paulina Oros and Kinga S/.urday: Adatvédelem 
a/ Európai Unióban ¡Data Protection in the European Union). A'neópm / áre/eA. no. 35. issued 
in 2003.

' '  OJ L 108. 24 April 2002. 33.
OJ L 2 0 I.3 I July 2002. 37.
.See a related paper by György Zsolt Balogh: Ax adatvédelmi törvény fejlesztésének kérdései 
[Aspects of the Development of the Law on Data Protection], ./ogmr/omd/tvt A'ór/ónv 1997. 
pp. 271. 275: on the relationship to the freedom of information, see a contribution by Iván 
Székely in the discussions section of / ttnr/wuettónu. 2004. pp. 53-54.
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The primary purpose of the Hungarian Constitution and the Civii Code in the 
reguiation of the rights to privacy is to protect privacy and not to remove obsta- 
cies from the way of the free How of persona) data.'" The difference in ap
proach may cause probtems in enforcement.

The principtes of the Directive are simitar to those of the Convention signed by 
the Member States of the Council of Europe. The Directive defines the main 
principtes that the tegat instruments to be adopted by the Member States shoutd 
fottow. Paragraph 2 of Articte i provides that the Member States shatt neither 
restrict nor prohibit the free ftow of persona) data between Member States, for 
reasons connected to the protection of the rights to privacy, item (a) of Articte 
7 stiputates that the Member States "shatt provide that persona) data may be 
processed onty if the data subject has unambiguousty given his consent", yet it 
offers severat exemptions to that principte. Articte 5 obtiges the Member States 
to issue tegistation to determine the conditions under which the processing of 
personal data is tawfut. yet the Directive inctudes the common conditions to be 
adhered to.

As has been mentioned, item (a) of Articte 7 states that persona) data may onty 
be processed if the data subject has given his consent. Subsequent provisions of 
Articte 7 seem to be different from the underlying principtes of Articte 83 of 
the Civit Code and Act LXtH of t992 on the Protection of Persona) Data and 
Pubtic Access to Data of Pubtic hiterest. Persona] data may be processed with
out the consent of the data subject, if processing is necessary for the perform
ance of a contract to which the data subject is party (item [b] of Articte 7), or 
processing is necessary for comptiance with a tegat obtigation. to which the 
controtter is subject (item [cj of Articte 7). There is another provision that dif
fers from the Hungarian Civit Code, hem (0 of Articte 7 stiputates that data 
processing may take ptace without the data subject's consent, if processing is 
necessary for the purposes of the tegitimate interests pursued by the controtter 
or by the third party or parties, to whom the data are disetosed. except where 
such interests are overridden by the interests for fundamentat rights and free
doms of the data subject, which require protection.

In his analysis of the relation between the Civil Code and the Constitution. László Majtényi 
states that the two instruments are not consistent in using certain categories, and Cabot Jobbá
gyi expresses dissatisfaction over the absence of a clear definition of the protection of the 
individual's rights in civil law. 5ee László Majtényi: Az adatvédelem és az információszabad
ság az Alkotmányban [Data Protection and the Freedom of Information in the Constitution!. 
Ac/o 1995. no. 18-19. p. 97; Gábor Jobbágyi: Az. ember cs az emberi személyiség az
új Polgári Törvénykönyvben [Man and Human Personality in the New Civil Code], ./og/nr/rt- 
Mtdny/ Tföz/ö/tv 2000. pp. 262-263.
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There was some uncertainty in the imptementation of the Directive. For that 
reason the consotidatcd version of the Treaty on European Union, which incor
porated the Treaty of Amsterdam, stipuiated that the Community institutions 
set up on the basis of the Treaty shah enforce the Community rutes on the pro
tection of persona) data and the flow of data, and it catted for the estabtishment 
of an institution that would inspect adherence to the rutes of data protection. 
Because of the probtems in the imptementation of European Union tegistation, 
it was required to compite a consotidated text of the disparate array of speciat- 
ized rutes.

The scope of this paper onty attows us to mention briefly that Community teg
istation may not be subjected to judicia) review, even if the protection of hu
man rights is at stake. The European Court of Justice confirmed in a decision it 
handed down in 2004 that neither a naturat, nor a tegat person might institute 
proceedings against a genera) norm because paragraph 4 of Articte 230 of the 
Treaty on European Union does not attow scope for that.'^ The judiciat deci
sion on that tong-debated issue eticited instant responses outside Hungary,'*' 
and Hungarian tegat experts have yet to anatyse them.

in 2000 the Partiament, Commission and Councit of the European Union 
adopted the European Union's Charter of Fundamentat Rights."" The first Arti
cte of the Charter states that „Human dignity is inviotabtc." The modified 
commentary attached to the Charter emphasizes that human dignity is the 
foundation of human rights, and none of the rights enunciated in the Charter 
may viotate human dignity. Even in cases, when fundamentat rights need to be 
restricted, human dignity must be honoured. Paragraph (t) of Articte 8 of the 
Charter provides that „Everyone has the right to the protection of persona) data 
concerning him or her." The second paragraph adds that „Such data must be 
processed fairty for specified purposes, and on the basis of the consent of the 
person concerned, or some other legitimate basis taid down by taw." The com
mentary on the Charter says that Articte 8 was written on the basis of the rete- 
vant convention of the Councit of Europe, directives of the European Union

' ' Francesco Maiani: Le cadre réglementaire des traitements des données personnettes effectués 
au sein de ['Union européenne, Lerae rW/nestnef/e 4e Oroh Larapéea 2002. pp. 298-299. 
Commission des Communautés européennes contre Jégo-Quéré & Cie SA. C-263/02. 
decision of t Apri) 2004. item 30.

"  Some examples: Jurgen Schwarxe: The Legal Protection of the tndividua) against Regulations 
in the European Union Law. L'mapeaa PaM'c Law 2004. pp. 285-303; Christopher Brown. 
Jolin Morijn: Case C-263/02 P. Commission v. Jégo-Quéré & Cie SA. Co/nwaa Mar&ey Law 
Renew 2004. pp. 1639-1659.
For a comprehensive review of the Charter, see Mónika Weller: A/ Európai Unió Alapjogi 
Kartája [Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union). Acta //aataaa, 2001, no. 43. 
pp. 3 1 -44.
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and relevant practice of the European Court of Justice. Having read the refer
ence to the convention of the Council of Europe, we cannot be surprised to see 
that the commentary is not content with speaking of the protection of human 
rights, but also of the options for restricting the rights to privacy, as laid down 
in certain instruments of Community legislation.

Experts disagree about the legal evaluation of the Charter. Even though the 
Charter has no binding force, several Advocates-General have qualified the 
charter as belonging to the common constitutional heritage of the Member 
States and it is supposed to be enforced as such. The European Court of Justice 
has not embraced that opinion so far in its practice."' The charter has been 
incorporated into the draft Constitution of the European Union. In case the 
Member States adopted the draft Constitution and it became effective, the pre
sent legal character of the charter would change.

6. Questions of data protection have repeatedly come up in the practice of the 
Hungarian Constitutional Court,"" and the fast technological progress and the 
developments in the regulation of related matters abroad have generated con
siderable interest."' When Hungarian experts discuss related domestic issues, 
they seem to focus on the Convention of the Council of Europe.^* Several judi
cial decisions have recently been made that are important because of their civil 
law ramifications. In the passage below we offer a survey of those judicial de
cisions.

' Fran/ C. Mayer. La Charte européenne des droits fondamentaux et la Constitution 
européenne. AV'rnr /rùnc.s7/7c//c r/c Européen 39 (2) 2003. pp. [92-¡93.
.See László Sólyom: /tr u/AíVra/uv/u'rósAYu/u.s Aert/efe/ Mogvororsrdgon [Early Stages in the 
Work o! the Constitutional Court in Hungary). Budapest 2001. pp. 463-474. which presents 
the historical context as well: furthermore, an analysis by István Kukorclli in: Zsolt Balogh. 
András Holló. István Kukorclli. János Sári: Ar A/AoíMu/pv uMgvurdrma [An Explanation to 
the Constitution]. Budapest 2002. pp. 577-586.
Recent writings as published in issue no. 4 of/'mu/untr/mun 2004: László Majtényi: Az elektro
nikus információszabadság tórvénybeiktatása [How the Freedom of Electronic Information 
Became Law], Zsuzsa Kerekes: Az információszabadság az Európai Unióban [The Freedom 
of Information in the European Union]. Máté Dániel Szabó: Elektronikus információszabad
ság külföldön ¡The Freedom of Electronic Information outside Hungary]
Kinga Sxurday: Az adatvédelmi jogi szabályozás szerepe, feladatai cs hatása a közigazgatásra 
és a versenyszférára ¡Legislation on the Data Protection and its Role. Tasks and Impact on 
Public Administration and the Private Sector]. №/gvu< 7og 1994. pp. 661-665: László Majtc- 
nyi: A személyes adatok védelméhez való jog [The Right to Protection of Privacy), in: Gábor 
Halmai. Gábor Attila 'l oth (ed ): /./uóe/i jogoA ¡Human Rights). Budapest 2003. pp. 585-595.
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7. An exampie is the decision of the European Court of Justice on data made 
pubiic by the Austrian Court of Audit."^ Before discussing the detaiis of the 
case, )et us consider some background information. The Constitution of Austria 
exercises contro! over the pay of civi! servants by obtiging certain emptoyers to 
inform the Austrian Court of Audit about any satary or pension paid above the 
sum defined by the compuisory wage scate. The Court of Audit is iegaity 
obiiged to make those data pubiic. However, the persons affected took their 
empioyer to court for making pubiic their persona) data without their consent, 
and the empioyer took iegai action against the Court of Audit. Then the Aus
trian Constitutionai Court and the Austrian Supreme Court referred for preiimi- 
nary ruting the interpretation of the above-mentioned Directive 95/46/EC to the 
European Court of Justice.
Item 39 of the Court's decision provides that, taking Directive 95/46 as basis, 
the Member States must adopt iegisiation that ensures the unobstructed fiow of 
data between the Member States, item 42 stipuiates that the appiication of the 
Directive may not be subject of the Member States weighing, whether the facts 
of the case are reiated to the exercise of the four freedoms. Consequentiy. the 
Court expects the Member States to assert the provisions of the Directive by 
retying to a large extent on their nationai iegisiation.

What the court ruting says of the right to privacy is of major importance. Item 
68 stipuiates that the provisions of the Directive must be interpreted by taking 
the protection of fundamentai rights as basis, if data processing endangers the 
protection of privacy. Though the Directive intends to promote the free fiow of 
data, it catis on the Member States to defend the fundamentat rights, especiaiiy 
the private secrets of individual, when personat data are processed (item 70).

tt is interesting that the court ruiing repeatediy refers to the practice of the 
European Court of Human Rights (items 73. 77 and 83). By doing so. it ex
presses the intention to estabiish and maintain coordination between the activi
ties of the two judiciai institutions.
Another interesting component of the decision is that it examines, whether a 
provision of the Austrian Constitution is compatibie with Community iaw. The 
European Court of Justice honours the Constitution of the Member State con
cerned: it restrains from directiy voicing an opinion about it. However, it caiis 
on the Austrian court concerned to decide, whether or not the provision con
cerned vioiates human rights (item 79). What it says is an indirect taking of 
sides though, because it defines the criteria of adjudication and it aimost sug-

Judiciai decisions made in the foiiowing cases: Aec/uu<ngi/:o/* v. ¿js/ewA/u'sc/mr /0m4/imA 
or/mrs C-463/00. fVuM/a MnAo/mu v. (A/cne/c/nsr/mr A';m<r//;m/. C- i 38/0 i. furthermore.

./MC/y/t v. Asicrrcir/usc/ic/ AhmA/im/. C- ] 30/01 (20 May 2003)
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gests a decision, because it caiis for the examination whether it is necessary to 
make pubiic the names of the persons concerned to attain a goat, which is 
common interest by the way (item 90).

Though the decision of the European Court of Justice concerned is relatively 
recent, there have been responses to it in iega! literature. An article, which is 
relevant to the subject of this paper, says that the European Court of Justice 
insists on that the Member State concerned must adhere to the fundamentai 
rights that are recognized by the European Union, even in the course of apply- 
ing its nationa) legislation. In the past such expectation was only expressed, 
when Community law was enforced. Thus the European Court of Justice ex
amines the national legislation of Member States with reference to the assertion 
of the fundamental freedoms and. by doing so, it inspects whether fundamental 
rights are duly protected."*'

Another article says that the court decision gives very broad interpretation of 
the Directive's scope of application." Claus Dieter Classen's opinion coincides 
with the previous comments. He is critical of the court decision on several 
grounds. In his view it is good to stress the protection of human rights, yet the 
Court has failed to shed light on the content of the Directive, which was inter
preted very broadly. He adds that the Court did not make reference to the 
Charter of Fundamental Rights, w hich is interesting both from the aspect of the 
development of Community law and the national law of Member States. That 
omission is all the more striking as the Charter includes specific provisions 
about the protection of personal data, and the Advocate-General made a refer
ence to that. The European Court of Justice did not recognize the Charter's 
binding force in its earlier decisions either, and the decision concerned indi
cates that the Court has not changed its position on that point.""

8. There is another decision of the European Court of Justice related to data 
protection, where the Directive is applied in a broad manner: the case of Mrs. 
Bodil Lindquist."^

Mrs. Lindquist was a Swedish church volunteer worker, who operated a home- 
based website, onto which she loaded -  among other things -  the names and 
certain data of her fellow parishioners, without obtaining the data subjects' 
prior consent. She published on her website for instance that a fellow worker 
was only available for part-time work because she had had a leg injury. Legal 
proceedings were then initiated against Mrs. Lindquist, because what she did

Matthias Rutlcrt: Die kiinttige Rollc dcs EuGH im curopaischen Grundrechtsschutzsystcm.
/nro/w'-sr/tr 66w«/tec/;re Ze/or/t//// 2004. pp. 467-468.

' Bine Siemcn: Grundreehtssehutz dutch Richtlinicn. L/nopmee/tr 2004. pp. 117-116.
Claus Dieter Classen: Joint Cases C-465/00 and C-139/01. Cc/wuo/t L w  A'er/etc
2004. pp. 1382-1385.
.See the decision handed down in the ease C-tOI/OI on 6 November 2003.
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was seen as processing persona! information under Swedish data protection 
!egis!ation, which in turn is based on the retevant EU Directive. A Swedish 
appca! court then referred to the Court of Justice for a prehminary ru!ing the 
interpretation of the retevant Community tegistation.
The decision of the European Court of Justice hetd that the Directive had to be 
apptied (item 27). The Court took note that data processing did not occur in 
connection with a business activity and there were no flows of data between 
Member States, however it insisted on the appiication of the Directive. The 
Reasoning of the decision says that if the case were interpreted in another way. 
the imptementation of the Directive woutd depend on uncertain judicia! discre
tion. !n that case it wou!d be impossibte to attain the key objective of the Di
rective: the smooth operation of the interna! market (items 39-42). The Court 
hetd furthermore that the notion "hea!th-re!ated data" had to be interpreted 
broadty. A!! pieces of information retatcd to the hcatth. physica! and mcnta! 
state of persons must be treated as heahh data (item 50). The Reasoning o( the 
decision points out, however, that the Directive did not cover data pubhshed on 
the internet. Referring to those circumstances, the Court stated that there was 
no forwarding of data to either Member States or third countries items (67-71).
The European Court of Justice discussed fundamcnta! rights separate!y. !t said 
the process of integration and the norma! operation of the market incvitabty 
invotve the ftows of persona! data between the Member States, which makes it 
necessary to dea! with data protection and the right to privacy. The decision 
adds that the Directive offers ru)es in genera! terms and the Member States 
have a margin of appreciation in imp!ementing the Directive to find the best 
batance between conflicting interests, when they frame nationa! tegistation. 
The Swedish court concerned wi!! have to decide -  on the basis of the Euro
pean Union's rutes that are meant to protect the fundamenta! rights, and on the 
basis of genera! ru!es (inctuding proportionahty) -  how to consider the restriction 
of Mrs. Lindquist's right to express her views and to exercise rehgious activities 
vis-a-vis the protection of privacy of other persons (items 84-90).
Let us note that the Swedish court probabty referred that question to the Euro
pean Court of Justice, because in the Swedish constitutiona) approach the point 
of reference is recognition of the freedom of expression and the freedom of 
information, which may on!y be restricted in unavoidabte cases. In Sweden the 
protection of persona! data comes under the sphere of administrative taw. The 
Directive was transposed into Swedish taw by an Act of Parhament of !998, 
however, that taw provided: it may on!y be implemented if it does not contra
dict the Constitution."

European Commission for Democracy Through Law, Opinion on the Dratt Law of
Luxembourg on the Protection of Persons in Respect of the Processing of Persona) Data,
comments by Hans-Hcinrich Vogc). CDL-AD(2002)]9. Opinion no. 207/2002. item )0.
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In connection with the fundamental rights the Court made reference to the 
European Convention on Human Rights, but it was silent about the practice of 
the European Court of Human Rights, and did not mention the Chatter of fun
damental Rights.

From the standpoint of privacy, it is a pivotal question of that decision what 
position did the Court take about data protection and the collision of several 
rights. As for the second question: the equilibrium between conflicting funda
mental rights, the commentaries that have been published so far do not quite 
agree in their interpretation of the decision. According to one commentator, the 
national discretion, the acknowledgement of proportionality is only reckoned 
with when sanctions are to be applied. ' Another commentator states that, ac
cording to the Court, the Directive does not provide for the restriction of fun
damental rights and therefore, such a restriction may only folfow from national 
legislation, which transposes the Directive and adds to it detailed provisions. ' 
When we read the whole text of the decision, we find the second interpretation 
more soundly founded.

On the question of data protection, the argument of the Court is unequivocal, 
f he operation of the internal market and the tree flow o) data are requirements 
that must be enforced, ft is that framework, in which the Member States have 
the discretion to define the rufes of the protection of privacy.

9. According to the practice of the European Court of Justice, no rufe to be 
directly applied in civil law is generated by any directive of the European Un
ion. The Court announced that principfe in 1086 in the Marshall case." and it 
continued it in the F accini Dori case. ** The protection of personal data in civil 
law did not come up in either the Austrian, or the Swedish cases. That having 
said, the Directive and the practice of the European Court of Justice need to be 
taken into consideration afso in civil law cases, ft is impossibfe to define the 
national rules of the protection of privacy according to legaf relationships be
tween domestic citizens and citizens of different countries, instead, they must 
be treated on grounds of unified principfes.

As for the protection of fundamental rights, the various systems of rules have 
recently come to the forefront of interest. Several experts have analysed the 
shared and the differing components that can be found in the national legisla-

'' Ludovie Coudray: Case Law . Comment. Cm////;m/ AVmAr/ Am /< tr 2004. p. 1375.
helix Uorlsbcrgcr: Verdllcntliehung pcrsoncnbezogcncr Datcn im Internet. Cs/er/Ai'/nsrA- 
.6//ism/; Xc;7///zg 2004. pp. 745-746.
MmsVm// v. ////// .Sm/r/z-tt'es/ / tw / //r<v///z /t//;/zm/7v. Decision
handed down in ease C -152/84 on 26 February 1986: item 48.
/'""/;/ / w-i /w Dm/ s . A'/i /cb .S7/. Decision handed down in ease C-91/92 on 14 July 1994: 
items 19. 22 and 24.
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tions. t)ie European Convention on Human Rights, Community [aw and in the 
severa) [evets of judicia) practice. The Counci] of Europe atso discussed the 
new situation after etaborating the Charter of Fundamenta! Rights. The Com
mittee of Venice has worked out an opinion about the harmony and differences 
between the European Convention on Human Rights and the Charter of Fun
damenta) Rights, and the possibihty that the European Union wou)d sign the 
Convention/' During the preparatory work of the draft Constitution of the 
European Union there were consuhations on the retations between the Euro
pean Union and the Counci) of Europe, and the retationship between the Stras
bourg Court and the Luxembourg Court. )n case the draft Constitution of the 
European Union is adopted by the Member States, the need for the unification 
of the practice of the two courts wit) receive more attention than ever before.^

10. Conflicting regutations and interests make it difficutt to eiaborate uniform 
criteria for the protection of fundamenta) rights. The criteria for judicia) discre
tion and decisions are not idéntica) in the practice of the various courts. Let me 
iHustrate this point by referring to some decisions passed by the European 
Court of Justice and the European Court of Human Rights.

hi the case that we refer to as the first exampte, the )oca) )oop was unbundted 
and there was a ditemma how best to ensure data protection, in other words, 
which data of the tetephone subscribers cou)d be pubheiy accessibte. hi its 
decision about the case the European Court of Justice strove to strike a batanee 
between refraining from interference in the free operation of the market and 
protecting the persona) data of subscribers. The decision he)d that data of a)) 
those subscribers had to be made pubhety accessibte, who had not prohibited 
their data from being pubhshed in the phone directory.' That decision proba- 
bty compties with the principtes )aid down both in nationa) legistation and the 
practice of courts.
The European Court of Human Rights considered a case on the basis of the 
)981 European Convention for the Protection of individual with regard to 
Automatic Processing of Persona) Data and Articte 8 of the European Conven
tion on Human Rights and Fundamenta) Freedoms. The tetephone conversation 
of a person was tapped, because that person was suspected to have committed a 
crime, but crimina) proceedings had not been initiated yet. The European Court 
of Human Rights passed its decision by giving a broad interpretation to the

European Commission lor Democracy Through Law. Opinion on hnpiications of a Legally- 
Binding EU Charter of Eundamcntal Rights on Human Rights Protection in Europe. Opinion 
no. 256/2003.
flic subject has extensive legal literature. Here we only mention a recent, comprehensive 
analysis: Rolf Schwartmann. Europäischer Grutidrcchtsschut/ nach dem Verfassungsvertrag. 
Archiv des Völkerrechts 2005. pp. 129-152.
Decision C -109/03. handed down in the case A'/W Tecom /?V v. /Vs/ cu
/r/c(Yw;;mm/ri/b<' An/ordc// on 25 November 2004. items 23. 32. 34.
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notion of privacy and estabhshed a viotation of taw.  ̂Acting in the same vein, 
the Court handed down a simitar decision in a case, where potice recorded a 
conversation with a suspect that took ptace on the premises of potice, without 
giving pretiminary warning to the person concerned about the recording.^ in 
the course of imptementing Directive 95/46/EC the European Court of Justice 
coutd not fottow a simitar practice, because paragraph 2 of Articte 2 of the 
Directive provides that the rutes of the Directive may not cover activities in the 
areas of criminat taw.
The Strasbourg European Court of Human Rights passed a decision in connec
tion with a case, when a press pubt¡cation carried an articte about some per
sons' satary. The case was simitar to the one. where the European Court of 
Justice examined the conduct of the Austrian Court of Audit in connection with 
the sataries of civit servants Dee above). The European Court of Human Rights 
considered a case, where journatists were fined in administrative proceedings 
for pubtishing in a newspaper the satary of top managers of a company, whose 
workers were on strike. The Court hetd that the pubtication of data was justi
fied/" On grounds of different facts in another case the European Court of Jus
tice passed a decision with a different message. The essence of its decision was 
that the nationat court concerned must find such a way of keeping the pubtic 
informed, where the names and satary of the persons concerned are not made 
pubtic.
In the above passages we mentioned some cases, where the court decisions 
considered conflicting aspects of data protection on the one hand and. on the 
other hand, pubtic interest in access to information, freedom of expression and 
freedom of the press. My purpose with those examptes was to point out that 
genera) principtes articutatcd in internationat forums that have a strong influ
ence on nationat judiciat practice are formutated on the basis of different inter
nationat tegat documents that have not been coordinated.

11. When we spoke of the Directive on data protection and the flow of persona) 
data, we mentioned that the question of the cottision and restriction of funda- 
mentat rights has repcatcdty come up. hi that context, atthough unretated to 
data protection. I woutd catt attention to a decision of the European Court of 
Human Rights of 2004 on conflicting aspects of the freedom of the press and 
the protection of privacy, hi the Carotinc von Hannover case, which attracted 
considerate attention, the Court gave preference to the protection of privacy/'

^  V. .SwF-er/an</. appl. no. 27798/95. item 65 of a decision, passed on 16 February 2000
'' O' <v?M/./. //. v. '/7;r f/nhrr/ F/ngr/ont. appi. no. 44787/98. decision of 25 September 200).

items 56. 57. 59.
Frr.s.wr auJ R ow  v. France, appl. no. 29)83/95. The decision was made on 2) January 1999.
see items 50 and 53.
eo/i //annoter v. Oer/na/tv. appl. no. 59320/00. decision of 24 June 2004.
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The cause of the !ega! dispute was that German magazines had pubiished pho
tographs that showed scenes from the private )ife of the Princess of Monaco. 
The princess did not consent to the taking and pubhshing of those photos. The 
Supreme Court of Germany parity rejected the ctaim of the princess, stating 
that the princess was a pubtic personatity and the photos had been taken in 
pubtic areas. Then the princess referred the case to the German Constitutiona) 
Court. The Constitutiona! Court estabhshed the viotation of privacy in connec
tion with the photos that show the princess aiongside her chitdren. As far as the 
other photos were concerned, the German Constitutiona! Court stated in a de- 
taited argument that keeping the pubtic informed is more important, than a 
pubüc personahty's right to privacy. The !ega! dispute continued as to some 
unresotved issues and the daimant was dissatisfied with the more recent deci
sion of the Constitutiona! Court. Then the princess referred the case to the 
European Court of Human Rights citing Artide 8 of the European Convention 
on Human Rights.
In item 57 of its decision, the Strasbourg Court stated that Artide 8 of the Con
vention both protects individual from arbitrary interference by pubtic author
ity, and imposes an obhgation of action on the State. The obügation of action 
involves measures and regdations that ensure the protection of privacy even in 
deahngs between individuáis. There cannot be a dear definition of the dividing 
!ine between the State's said obhgation to act and its obhgation to refrain from 
interfering in the privacy of individual. What reahy matters is that the right 
equihbrium must be found between the conflicting interests, item 63 of the 
Court's decision says that there is a fundamenta! difference between the pubh- 
cation of facts about the activities of pohticians. such pubheation promoting 
democratic debates, and pubhshing detahs about the private hves of individu
a l . The Court mentioned in passing that, as the princess did not ho!d pubhc 
office, she coutd not be considered a pubhc personahty. Photographs that on!y 
satisfy the curiosity of certain sections of the readership, do not promote any 
debates of pubhc interest (item 65). Under such circumstances the freedom of 
expression must be given a narrower interpretation (item 66). The Court cited a 
resotution of the Parhamentary Assembty of the Counci! of Europe that empha
sized the need for the protection of privacy against one-sided interpretations of 
the taw by certain media that attempt at justifying their viotation of the rights 
enshrined in Artide 8 of the Convention by referring to the freedom of expres
sion (item 67). The Court undefined the importance of privacy under condi
tions. when technotogica! progress has made it possibte to process, store and 
reuse persona! data (item 70).
Summing up the main points of its decision the Court stated that, even though 
the princess is wide!y known, that fact does not justify making pubhc newspa
per artictes and photographs about her private !ife. The imperative to protect 
privacy overrutes readers' curiosity and profit-seeking motivations of the me
dia (item 77).
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[ he decision o< the Conn referred to a position taken eariier tinder the aegis of 
the Council of Europe, which gives a somewhat narrower interpretation to the 
f reedom of the press than earlier. The same tendency is reflected by a declara
tion that the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe adopted on 2 
March 2005. which, after emphasizing the freedom of the press, calls attention 
to the importance of self-restraint on behalf of the media in the face of terror
ism. The Committee of Ministers calls on the media to refrain from publishing 
declarations that support terrorism, and be aware of their key role in preventing 
the spread of hate speech. The document reminds the media of their duty to 
respect human dignity and the inviolability of privacy.

It goes without saying that the decision of the Strasbourg Court elicited heated 
responses in Germany. The decision came under severe criticism by the media; 
voices of opposition could be heard from the Constitutional Court; certain ex
perts on public law claimed that the decision lacked constitutional arguments, 
while experts on civil law interpreted the decision as strengthening the protec
tion of privacy/"

12. In the above-mentioned decision the Court only passed a judgement on the 
legal grounds of the claim, however, it suspended proceedings concerning the 
compensation for non-material damage and the repayment of costs. After the 
decision was issued, a settlement was made between the parties to the pro
ceedings: the claimant received lO.OOO euros in compensation for non-material 
damage and 105.000 euros in compensation for her costs/

1 hat decision once again placed in the limelight the question of compensation 
for non-materia! damage related to the violation of privacy. That issue has been 
the subject of an expert debate for long.

The new practice became clear in German law in the wake of the decision of 
the German Supreme Court and then of the Constitutional Court about an inter
view with Empress Soraya of Iran. As the empress gave no interview whatso
ever. a court obliged the magazine publishing the faked interview to pay mas
sive damages on the basis of the BGB's rule about damages [in German: 

of that type." German legal experts disagreed on whether the 
ruling was based on the protection of privacy under the German Constitution or 
on a civil law institution that seeks to prevent the violation of privacy. The 
opinion Larenz voiced seems to have been borne out by judicial practice,

^  Martin Schcyli: Konstitutioncller Anspruch tics EGMR und Cmgang niit nationalcn 
Argumcntcn. /jo'opdAr/te G/a/ft/ft-t'/at' Xdacd-/// 2004. pp. 628. 633. 634.. Tiltnan Hoppe: 
i'rivatleben in dcr Offentlichkeit. /dM c/id// /in- /Oo'o/d/.st/tc.s /'rh'<wr<d 2003. p. 630 
Press release issued by the Registrar. Chamber judgment (just satisfaction) -  ton //tornot-c v 
Gcr/Muny 420a( 2005)

^  A'cuc . /m a /a rd - U'w d'u.w d'j/) [065. 685. BVcrIGE 34. 260.
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nameiy that the damages were adjudicated on the basis of civi! ]aw considera-
43ttons.

The nature of Schmerzensgeid (atso caiied recompense) has a)so been subject 
of debate. Ever since the 19th century, conflicting views have been put for
ward, whether such Schmerzensgeid beiongs to criminat iaw. In fact, the debate 
between proponents and opponents of those caiiing it a punishment of a private 
character has stiil not been decided. The doubts about the nature of Schmer
zensgeid were not dispeiied, even when in 1990 the second sentence of the first 
paragraph of Articie 847 of BGB was repealed. That sentence inciuded the 
provision that -  as a ruie -  the ciaim to Schmerzensgeid was not inheritabie. 
Even after repealing the ruie that strengthened the criminai iaw character of 
Schmerzensgeid, it cannot be doubted that Schmerzensgeid has some features 
that are different from the universat characteristics of compensation.^ in addi
tion to its criminai iaw features, some experts criticize the uncertainty and un- 
predictabiiity of that retrospective sanction in connection with privacy, in cases 
where there is a coiiision of fundamentai rights (especiaiiy in cases of the coiii- 
sion of the freedom of expression and human dignity, and rights derived from 
the tatter)/
However, respected iegal experts are strongiy opposed to breaking away from 
the core idea of compensation and stepping towards the strengthening of the 
criminai iaw character, instead of such a change in approach, they recommend 
to take away the financiai gain of the offender citing unjust enrichment.^ Pres- 
entiy the typica) amount of compensation for non-materiai damage ranges be
tween 3,500 euros and 10.000 euros. The courts oniy adjudge a higher compen
sation in exceptionai cases. As compensation cannot ensure appropriate protec
tion. there is consensus among German jurists that the right to privacy shouid 
be protected with more powerfui iegai instruments.^

The protection of privacy has been a serious chaiienge aiso in French iaw. That 
is why the Cct/c Ch;7 was amended in i970. Under Articie 9 of the Coc/c ct'v/7, 
which was inserted in that year, privacy must be honoured and. when that obii- 
gation is vioiated. the court may have recourse, in addition to compensation, to

^  Kar) Larcnz: /.c/trhttc/t t/e.s .Sc/ttt/t/tcc/t/s. 13. Autl. Von Claus-Wilhelm Canaris. München 
]994. 11/2. pp. 492-496.

^  Bernd-Rüdiger Kern: Die Genugtuungsfunktion des Schmerzensgeldes -  ein pönales Element 
im Schadensrecht? Atc/tt'r/ttt t/tc ctt't7t.srEr/tr /'ta.rt.s 1991. pp. 247-262.
Johannes Hager: Der Schutz der Ehre im Zivilrecht. A tc/tte/tttr/tc cht7t.s/t'.sc/tf /'ttt.rt's 1996. 
pp. 172-173/

^  Franz Bydlinski: Die Suche nach der Mitte als Daueraufgabe der Privatrechtswisscnschaft. 
Acc/th' /ttt <?;'c ch t7En.se/tc /'ta rts 2004. pp. 345-346.
Alexander Bruns: Persönlichkeitsschutz und Pressefreiheit auf dem Marktplatz der Ideen, 
./tttts/ett Zcttttttg 2005. pp. 430. 434.
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other measures (as for instance, the confiscation of certain objects). The viola- 
tion of privacy has been subject of several debates. In most cases lawsuits of 
weil-known personalities, such as Marlene Dietrich. Jean-Louis Trintignant, 
Bernard Blier or Catherine Deneuve attracted attention, yet the probiem cannot 
be limited to famous film actors and actresses. When the Cor/e Ct'v// was 
amended, the imposition of compensation was among the new measures intro
duced. However, on several occasions the interpretation of that compensation 
caused controversy. In a decision of 1996 the Supreme Court (G w r/e  Cn&y- 
rmon) stated that it is in the judicial discretion to determine the size of the sum 
to be paid in damages on the basis of the breach of law (publishing photos in a 
magazine without the consent of the person concerned). The controversy con
tinued, however: when damages are paid with reference to Article 9, to what 
extent is necessary to appiy the general ruies of compensation.^ The informa
tion available shows that the sum of damages so adjudged is somewhat higher 
than in the German judicial practice, but the difference is not significant."' ^

English tort law is radically different from that of the countries of continental 
Europe. Suffice it to mention here that the Law Commission has reviewed as
pects of compensation for non-material damage and did not recommend intro
ducing new rules.""

13. A decision the European Court of Human Rights passed in summer 2005"" 
is related to that topic. The publisher of an Irish newspaper was ordered to pay 
IEP 300,000 in damages; the Supreme Court confirmed the sentence. The 
newspaper had carried an article that claimed a certain Irish politician had 
committed a serious crime and was a supporter of anti-Semitism and repressive 
Communist regimes. The damages adjudged were three times as high as those 
normally adjudged by the Irish Supreme Court in cases of libel. The Strasbourg 
( outt established that the damages adjudged qualified as interference in the 
claimant's freedom of expression as it is defined by Article 10 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (item 109). How
ever. the Court accepted the premise that in a democratic society it is necessary 
to apply sanctions against libellous claims, just like an earlier decision stated 
this in a similar case. " The Court found orientation in the proportionality stan- 
datd of the above-mentioned case of Caroline von Hannover once attain (item 
110). The Court took into account that the Irish Supreme Court could inspect

Henri Capitant. I rançois Terré, Yves Lequctte : Le.! yrund.s arrêt.! de /a iurirpradeace civi/e 
t F  ëd. Paris 2000. I. pp. 91-97.

"  Bruns (op. cit.. footnote 49) p. 433.
^  Winfield and Jotowicz Ou 7brt, )5th ed. By W. V. H. Rogers. London [998. p. 764.

Decision handed down on 16 June 2003 in the case ///dependent iVew and /Media and
independent /Vettypapers ire/and /.inuted v. /re/aad. appt. no. 55120/00.
yoAsroy M/oi/nvAy v. /ite Onited Raagdan;. decision of 13 July ]995. Series A. no. 323. item 49.
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the size of the damages adjudged by the jury and that the imposition of high 
damages was not without precedents in the Irish judicial practice. Taking all 
those factors into consideration, the Court concluded that the imposition of 
those damages belonged to the discretion of the State indeed, and that the seri
ousness of libel and the magnitude of the sanction applied did not violate the 
principle of proportionality (items 129-132). Consequently, the Court did not 
establish the violation of Article M) of the Convention.
M. In the course of regulating the civil-law protection of privacy. legislators 
must reckon with relevant provisions of Community law and the practice of 
both the European Court of Justice and the European Court of Human Rights. 
In 2002, during the preparatory work of the new Hungarian Civil Code the 
Main Committee on Codification published in the G/yicm/ a theoretical
concept of the Civil Code.^ In 2005 the publication of preliminary draft texts 
of the Civil Code began, including the provisions that cover privacy.^'
It would be beyond the scope of this paper to analyse the various tendencies in 
codification. I find it sufficient to mention that I sense efforts to take into con
sideration both the relevant provisions of Community law and the European 
Convention on Human Rights/' The declarative rule about the ban on 
discrimination was transposed into the draft text from the relevant Directive of 
the European Union. As for data protection, the draft text is content with enun
ciating the basic tenet, but leaves the detailed regulations to other rules of law. 
The way the draft text separates the constitutional and civil-law aspects of the 
protection of privacy seems to be more straightforward, than either the relevant 
provisions of the Hungarian Civil Code presently in force or the theoretical 
concept published in 2002.
A new legal institution, called ..grievance award" (in Hungarian: .sere/e/ur/ty) 
appears both in the theoretical concept and the preliminary draft text of the 
Civil Code. The grievance award is payable, when privacy is violated. If 
adopted, the grievance award would replace the controversial public penalty, 
which is in the Civil Code currently in force. The grievance award could fulfil 
the function of compensation for non-material damage. (Ever since the adop
tion of the Civil Code in Hungary, the compensation for non-material damage 
has been subject of professional debates, yet a detailed elaboration of that sub
ject would deserve another paper.) By comparison with the theoretical concept 
of 2002. the draft text of 2005 offers a more straightforward interpretation of

"  Magyar Közlöny (Cy/hrn/ Corct'e o f //mtgorv). no. 15 o! 2002. vol. II 
/'o/gdriyog/ Aod/fiChw (Codification of Civit Law), no. 3 of 2005.

^  That statement relies, among other tilings, on the fact that the reasoning of the preliminary 
draft refers to a work written by András Sajó: /t AeriÁónyee [A Handbook of
the Freedom of Speech]. Budapest, 2005. which carries an analysis of the judiciai practice of 
the Strasbourg Court.
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the approach to the genera) rules of compensation. The task, in the first place, 
is to apply the rules of tort liability, yet when the size of the grievance award 
has to be adjudged, the court passes its decision upon considering all relevant 
circumstances ol the case. The criteria of proportionality are apparently reck
oned with in the draft text's provisions on how to determine the size of the 
damages to be paid.

15. When examining the influence of Community law and the practice of the 
European Court of Human Rights on the development of national legislation, 
we should reckon with both legislation and practice. That doubly applies to the 
Hungarian legal system, where judicial practice plays a greater role, than in 
numerous other countries of Europe. In the field of judicial procedure, the rela
tionship between Community law and the Hungarian judicial practice seems to 
be simple. The relationship, however, with the practice of the Strasbourg Court 
does not seem to he that certain. As a rule, the decisions of the European Court 
of Human Rights establish obligations towards the states that have signed the 
European Convention on Human Rights. Recently, however, a decision was 
made about a case that is related to Germany, and that case attracted consider
able attention in German legal literature, because it shed a new light on how to 
implement a decision of the Strasbourg Court.

After a court passed a binding decision on child access arrangements, the fatlier 
turned to the European Court of Human Rights. Die Court established that the 
German judicial decisions violate Article 8 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights. Having received the Court's decision, the father requested that 
the judgement of the German court concerned should be altered, hi the course 
of the appeal proceedings the Court of Naumburg rejected the father's claim on 
the grounds that the decision of the Strasbourg Court may not abrogate a hind- 
ing judgement that had been handed down by a German court. Then the father 
submitted a complaint to the German Constitutional Court. The Constitutional 
Court admitted his complaint. Giving a detailed analysis of the relationship 
between international law and national law on the basis of the German Consti
tution, the Constitutional Court stated that when national law is interpreted the 
European Convention on Human Rights must be taken into consideration, and 
it is the duty of all state organs to avoid any violations of the Convention. The 
decision ol the Strasbourg Court has a binding force towards all the organs of 
the German State. By contrast, the Constitutional Court held furthermore, that 
no international organization might directly interfere in a national legal system. 
National courts must take into consideration the Convention and the decisions 
of the Strasbourg Court, but it depends on the rules of procedure concerned to 
what extent it is possible to pass a follow-up decision in view of facts that he-
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come known retrospective))'/'' A statement the president of the German Con- 
stitutiona) Court issued for the /-A/nA/a/'/e/' Zct/a/ty further comph-
cated the matter. The statement has been interpreted as saying that, in the 
opinion of the German Constitutionai Court, internationa) )aw does not in every 
case p)ace the German judicia) authorities under the obiigation of compiiance. 
because in the view of the German Constitutiona) Court, the duty of the Stras
bourg Court is to formulate genera! requirements retated to the Convention, 
rather than seeking case-by-case corrections of judicia) decisions/'* The debate 
that has begun in the tcgal press covers aspects of the Convention, decisions of 
the Court and their retationship with internationa) taw/'"

I consider mentioning that question time)y. because since then the question of 
how to interpret ..binding effect" has come up in connection with a more recent 
decision of the European Court of Human Rights/'' Such matters constitute 
practica) questions in the protection of privacy. In the wake of decisions 
handed down by the constitutiona) courts of certain countries, steps were taken 
to amend the codes of civil procedure. It woutd be worth examining, whether 
probtems simitar to the ones discussed in connection with German taw might 
come up, when the imptementation of decisions of the Strasbourg Court in- 
votve other measures than paying damages.

Decision ot the BVertG of ¡4 October 2004 itt the Gdrgtilti case. Pubhshcd by //«ro/x/ac/te 
Zf/nc/iW/t 2004. pp. 74)-748.

^  tlans-Joachim Grenier: Zur Bindungswirkung von FGMR tirteilcn. /.taopdac/tc G/aw/zec/dc 
Zctaf/tn/I 2004. p. 683.
tteiko Sauer: Die ncuc Schtagkral't det gemcincuropaischcn Grundrcchtsjudikatur. Zc/ac/t/7/i' 
/id' a;a7/dti/ac/«'.s G^i'zd/tc/a.s /?< c/d M/a/ t'd/Acr<*cc/d 2005. pp. 35-69. Jens Mcyer-Ladcsvig. 
Herbert Pct/.old: Die Bindung dcutschcr Gerichte an Urtcilc dcs POMP. M w  ./tfra/tsc/tc 
tPoc/tezt.sc/tzi/i' 2005. pp. 15-20.

**' /OcsMtH .Su/avitor/r/t Za/mr/dt /t.sAn/w v. 7<oAcy. app) no.
47827/99 and 4695 )/99. decision passed on 4 February 2005. Published by //nro/xusc/tr 
GruurAcr/ac Z c / a v 2005. pp 357-365.. Karin Oelters-Frahni: Verbindlichkeit cinstwcitiger 
Anordnungen dcs FGMR. ¿'uw/i//ac/;c G/WM/rcc/dr Zc/ac/at/z 2005. pp 347-350.
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SUMMARY

On Certain Aspects of Privacy

ATTiLA HARMATHY

The importance of the right to privacy has considerably risen in recent decades. 
As the fega! regufation of* this issue widefy varies from country to country, it is 
justified to make a comparative approach and study refated devefopments in 
severaf countries.

The Civif Code Hungary adopted in 1959 devoted iimited scope to the right to 
privacy. A noticeabfe shift occurred, when it was amended in 1977. and then 
foffowing the pofiticaf changes of )990. Changes in constitutionaf ¡aw, in
creased attention to the protection of human rights, as wef] as the stupendous 
technofogicaf progress ptay a significant rofe. Issues of data protection have 
come to the fimefight in recent years.

An anafysis of the refevant Hungarian rufes of faw currentfy in force is incon
ceivable without studying the refevant instruments of the faw of the European 
Union, the practice of the European Court of Justice, the conventions signed 
under the auspices of the Councif of Europe and the decisions of the European 
Court of Human Rights. Taking a cfoser took at the practice of the European 
Court of Justice, it is worth examining the case of the Austrian Court of Audit 
as wef I as the case of Mrs. Lindquist; and the case of Carofine von Hannover as 
treated by the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg.

Compensation for non-materiaf damage -  which has been the subject of a dec
ades tong debate among Hungarian fegaf experts -  is an important institution, 
when we discuss the efforts at strengthening the right to privacy. Now that 
preparations for a new Civif Code are underway in Hungary, it is useful to ex
amine refated tendencies in Community faw. the instruments issued under the 
aegis of the Councif of Europe, and the practice of the European Court of Jus
tice and the European Court of Human Rights.
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